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Sparkling rosÉ pamplemousse
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Pamp for PAMPLEMOUSSE (igrapefruit in French)

Fizz for the effervescence (of the wine and the feeling .. .)

Story Grapefruit Wine Is France’s Latest Obsession! In fact, mixing dry wine 

with fresh fruit juice or syrup is an old French tradition. People used to prepare this 

homemade cocktail themselves. Wine cocktails have long been mixed at home in the 

South of France.  The tipples, lighter in alcohol than wine or a traditional mixed drink, 

could be enjoyed all day long in the sunshine. While the Basques preferred kalimotxo, 

a mix of red wine and Coca-Cola, and the Catalans were more adept at sangria, those 

on the French Côte d’Azur have opted for rosé pamplemousse (grapefruit in French), 

and it was this pink, slightly tart drink that took off through the rest of the hexagon, in 

bottled form. The ready-to-drink wine/juice mix first became commercialy available 

just a few years ago. This citrussy beverage is the star of the new market in France for 

flavored  wine-based beverages. The phenomenon started in 2012 with a few bottles 

sold and now represents more than 40 million bottles sold yearly in France !

Tasting notes The beautiful pale pink hue, the delectable pomelo vivacity and 

the crispness of the wine give a feeling of freshness and refinement. 

An explosion of fruits with an elegant touch of sweetness. It is French & fabulous !

Food pairing  To be served chilled, perfect as a cocktail or an aperitif, with spicy 

and exotic flavored dishes, or as refreshment after a meal.

QUICK FACTS

Style
Sparkling Rosé Wine

flavoured with

Natural grapefruit aromas

Alcohol content
8.5% 

Can UPC
3-28855-01321-2

Pack UPC
3-28855-01322-9

Specs
250 ml - Pack of 4 Cans = 1 Liter
12 Packs per case (= 48 cans/cs)


